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EPISTEMIC DEPENDENCE IN CONTEMPORARY 
SCIENCE: PRACTICES AND MALPRACTICES 
HANNE ANDERSEN, CENTRE FOR SCIENCE STUDIES, IFA, AARHUS UNIVERSITY DENMARK 
 

Despite an increased focus on scientific practice in the philosophy of science in recent years, there has been 
relatively little focus on malpractices such as intentional fraud or gross negligence.1 This is the more striking 
since malpractice in research − both in the form of outright misconduct such as fraud and deceit and in the 
form of the so-called ‘grey zone’ behavior such as sloppiness and incompetence − has been a topic of 
growing concern both among scientists themselves and among politicians, administrators and in the 
general population (for an overview of this development, see e.g. 1999; Steneck, 1994).  

Most existing philosophical analyses of malpractice in science have centered on intentional deceit and 
treated the phenomenon primarily as a topic for ethical analyses. However, in this paper I shall go beyond 
this focus on deceit and discuss intentional, reckless as well as negligent actions, and I shall argue that an 
analysis of these actions goes beyond research ethics and includes important epistemological aspects as 
well. Hence, one of the aims of this paper is to point to a new area for philosophy of science in practice to 
address. 

I shall start with the notion of epistemic dependence and the necessity for scientists to be able to trust their 
collaborators and their peers, and reiterate core contributions to the literature on the epistemic and moral 
components of trustworthiness and how trustworthiness is assessed. Based on this background, I shall 
examine situations in which scientists have not been trustworthy, and I shall discuss how the assessment 
of trustworthiness compares to the assessment of untrustworthiness. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF EPISTEMIC DEPENDENCE 
Scientists become epistemically dependent by drawing on the work of each other in many different settings. 
Close collaborators often divide labour among the group rather than all working on the same thing at the 
same time. This division of labor saves time and resources, and it enables specialization among the group 
members. But by dividing the tasks among, the collaborators means the group members become epistemic 
dependent. Often they will have to rely on each other, whether it is for a result which they could in principle 
also have arrived at themselves but for the sake of efficiency they do not repeat, and they will rely on each 
other where they have different areas of expertise. As argued by Wray [2002], by sharing resources that are 
scarce and for which there is strong competition, collaborative scientists can realize the epistemic goals of 

                                                             
1 In legal terminology a distinction is made between fraud that is understood as intentional deceit, and malpractice 
that is understood as negligence in which a professional fails to observe or follow generally accepted professional 
standards. Here, scientific malpractice is used in a broad sense that includes intentional, reckless, as well as negligent 
acts in the production of scientific knowledge. 
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science more efficiently. Further, the extent and historical development of collaborative practices in science 
are very well documented. Historians and sociologists of science have produced detailed analysis of the 
dramatic increase in collaborative practices up through the late 19th and the 20th centuries (Beaver & Rosen, 
1978; 1979; 1979; Beaver, 2001), and recent analysis of scientific literature reveals that by far the majority 
of all new scientific publications published today are produced by groups in which several scientists 
collaborate and combine knowledge, staff, materials and other resources  (Wuchty, Jones, & Uzzi, 2007). 
Similarly, empirical studies co-authored papers and their influence vindicate Wray’s philosophical 
argument for the epistemic significance of collaboration in science by showing that it has a range of benefits, 
including increased productivity (Price & Beaver, 1966; Godin & Gingras, 2000; Lee & Bozeman, 2012), 
higher visibility to the participants (Beaver & Rosen, 1979), more citations (Wuchty et al., 2007), and even 
a higher association with Nobel Prizes than scientists working alone (Zuckerman, 1967). 

But scientists are also often epistemically dependent on distant peers. Researchers follow the work of their 
peers in the field in order to be able to build on their results and move quickly on to the next open research 
puzzle. Similarly, when scientists are in need of knowledge about a particular subject they may find it in the 
scientific literature and build on it in their own research while citing the relevant article as an authority that 
is deferred to. Whenever scientists draw on existing literature, citing another scholar in deference to his or 
her authority on this particular matter, they are engaging in epistemic dependence.  

Given this importance of epistemic dependence, both between close collaborators in a group and between 
distant peers in the scientific community as such, it is important to understand a) how it is established and 
maintained, and b) what happens when the preconditions for epistemic dependence are violated. In the 
following, I shall first review existing philosophical analyses of epistemic dependence. These analyzes have 
all focused on how a scientist establishes that another scientist is trustworthy. However, I shall primarily 
focus on the opposite situation, namely how a scientist establishes that another scientist is not trustworthy. 

ANALYZING EPISTEMIC DEPENDENCE 
Hardwig has provided a philosophical analyses of the pervasive epistemic dependence on which much of 
the scientific endeavour builds in a series of now seminal papers (Hardwig, 1985; 1988; Hardwig, 1991). 
This work argues that epistemic dependence in science is rational and it also goes on to analyze the 
conditions for the trust in expert testimony that epistemic dependence implies. The basic structure of 
Hardwig’s argument is that, in a domain for which scientist A has limited competence, he or she may appeal 
to another and more competent scientist B who knows something, p, that A does not. In this case A’s belief 
that p based on the testimony from B will be superior to a belief that is based on direct, but non-testimonial 
evidence for p, because B’s reasons for believing p are epistemically better than any that A could come up 
with alone. However, this means that not only does A not have the reasons necessary to justify p, A may not 
even know or understand what B’s reasons for believing p are and why they are good reasons.2 In this 
situation, Hardwig (Hardwig, 1991) claims that for scientist A to trust scientist B implies that  

                                                             
2 Obviously, the case that A is completely incompetent within the domain in which it can be held that p and that A is 
therefore not at all in a position to understand B’s reasons for believing p and why they are good reasons is the one 
extreme end of a spectrum. At the other end of the spectrum, A may also have to rely on B in cases in which A is fully 
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1) A knows that B says that p 
2) A believes that B is speaking truthfully 
3) A believes that B is in a position, first, to know what would be good reasons to believe p and second, 

to have the needed reasons, and  
4) A believes that in the case at hand B also actually has good reasons for believing p when saying so.  

A’s belief that p  relies both on the moral character of B, that B is truthful, and on the epistemic character of 
B, that B is knowledgeable3 about what constitutes good reasons in the domain of his or her expertise and 
has kept him- or herself up to date with those reasons, has done his or her work carefully and thoroughly, 
and is capable of epistemic self-assessment, that is, that B does not have a tendency to deceive him- or 
herself about the extent of his or her knowledge, its reliability, or its applicability to the question of whether 
that p or not. Further, as also pointed out by Hardwig, A’s belief that p also relies on A being in a position to 
assess B’s moral and epistemic character. Hence, what is important here is that both scientists’ moral and 
epistemic character and their practices of assessing each other’s moral and epistemic character are key 
ingredients for the practices of epistemic dependence.  

CALIBRATION OF TRUST 
In the philosophical literature, the practices of assessing the moral and epistemic character of peers have 
primarily been analyzed as a calibration of trust where no distinction is made between the moral and the 
epistemic component of a scientist’s trustworthiness. The most prominent analyses of how scientists (and 
others) calibrate their trust in others have been provided by Kitcher (1992; Kitcher, 1993) and Goldman 
(Goldman, 2001). While Kitcher has focused primarily on the warrant for one scientist to trust another 
(expert-expert calibration), Goldman has focused on the warrant for members of the general public (or 
novices in science) to trust a scientific expert (lay/novice-expert calibration). For expert-expert calibration, 
an important ingredient is a comparison of the reliability or error rate of the trusting and the trusted 
scientist. This can be done either by direct calibration where the trusting scientist compares the output of 
the trusted scientist to his or her own on topics where there are overlaps, or, in areas outside the trusting 
scientist’s specialty where there is no such overlap on which to ground direct calibration, then by indirect 
calibration where the trusting scientist has to draw on the judgment of others, but in a chain that starts from 
a scientist that can be directly calibrated (Kitcher 1993).4 Similarly, for lay people who are not in a position 
to evaluate experts based on their own understandings, their lay/novice-expert calibration has to draw on 
such indicators as argumentative superiority, agreement from additional experts, appraisal by meta-
experts, evidence of possible conflicts of interest or similar forms of bias, and past track-records (Goldman 
2001). Obviously, this distinction between experts and lay people/novices is somewhat artificial. Often, 
scientists assess peers with an area of expertise different from their own, and they will here be in a situation 

                                                             
competent within the area but where the relevant evidence is for some reason or other simply too extensive or too 
costly for A to gather. 
3 See also Chang’s discussion of actors’ capabilities and limitations, this volume. 
4 Further, being interested in scientific change and how epistemic conservatism can be overcome, Kitcher includes in 
his analysis prestige effects stemming from training or employment at privileged institutions as well as backscratching 
effects stemming from mutual adjustments between scientists in order to explain splits in alliances and distributed 
community decisions. 
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similar to that of a lay-person. Consequently, a strict distinction between expert-expert calibration and 
lay/novice-calibration is untenable, and the calibration practices should not be seen as different in kind but 
instead as lying on a continuum. 

While the described calibration practices may work well for establishing that another scientist is 
trustworthy, they have various shortcomings when it comes to establishing that another scientist is not 
trustworthy. First, as a trustworthy scientist will necessarily be both truthful and knowledgeable there is 
no need in the calibration practice to distinguish between moral and epistemic character.  In contrast, an 
untrustworthy scientist may either be untruthful or unknowledgeable (or both), and calibration practices 
may therefore need to assess moral and epistemic character separately. Admittedly, some elements of the 
calibration practices described by Kitcher and Goldman do seem to address such differences indirectly. For 
example, argumentative superiority seems primarily to address whether the assessed scientists appear 
epistemically unimpeachable while conflicts of interest seem primarily to address whether the assessed 
scientists appear to be morally unimpeachable. However, these differences have not been pursued in any 
detail.  

Further, the calibration practices suggested by Kitcher and Goldman take a comparative or relational 
approach that calls for additional specification of their applicability. On Goldman’s analysis lay people or 
novices assess experts by comparing them to each other, and on Kitcher’s analysis scientists assess other 
experts by comparing them to themselves. Hence, in this view, a prerequisite for direct calibration is that 
the calibrating scientist is him- or herself a very knowledgeable expert who is up to date, who works 
carefully and conscientiously, and who has an infallible epistemic self-assessment. Consequently, when it 
comes to assessing the epistemic character of a colleague or of a peer in the field, different standards should 
be expected from, for example, junior or senior researchers. 

To examine this issue of how calibration practices may work for establishing that scientists are not 
trustworthy, let us turn to cases in which scientists have been fraudulent, sloppy or incompetent and 
examine how they have been assessed by collaborators and by peers in the wider community.  

WHEN EPISTEMIC DEPENDENCE IS UNDERMINED 
Similar to the philosophical analyses and historical and sociological studies that argue for the importance 
and document the extent of collaborative practices in science today, recent decades have also seen 
increasing attention paid to scientists who have intentionally attempted to deceive other scientists by 
reporting manipulated or invented research results. Scientific malpractices became a topic of public 
attention when a number of spectacular cases were picked up by the media, including the case of the 
immunologist William Summerlin from the Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center whose drafting of skin from a 
black to a white mouse turned out to have been painted with a black felt pen (Hixon, 1976), and the 
publication of the monograph Betrayers of the Truth written by two Science journalists. This book included 
a long list of historical and contemporary cases of misconduct (Broad & Wade, 1982). In response to the 
increasing number of reports on cases that did not seem to have been adequately addressed by the scientific 
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community, the US Congress held hearings in 1981 and 1985 that eventually led to the introduction of 
explicit regulations regarding scientific misconduct in publicly funded research.5  

Despite such regulations new cases have kept emerging.6 In 2002 and 2006 scientific misconduct was even 
listed as breakdowns of the year in Science’s Breakthrough of the Year sections. In 2002, the ‘breakdown’ 
was due to reports on fraudulent data in the work on single-molecule semiconductors performed by the 
nanotechnologist Jan Hendrik Schön from Bell Labs and in the work on element 118 led by Victor Ninov at 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Service, 2000). In 2006 it was due to fraudulent data in the work 
on human stem cells performed by Woo Suk Hwang from Seoul National University, in the work on cancer 
research by Jon Sudbø from the Norwegian Radium Hospital, and in the work on obesity by Eric Pohlman 
from the University of Vermont, Burlington (Couzin, 2006).  

These examples are all spectacular cases that have been reported in general news media and often been 
discussed in detail in general science journals such as Science and Nature, but several surveys indicate that 
they are only the tip of the iceberg (De Vries, Anderson, & Martinson, 2006; Martinson, Anderson, & De 
Vries, 2005). A recent meta-analysis reports that around 2% of scientists admitted to fabricating or 
manipulating data or results at least once in their careers, while more than 30% admitted other 
questionable research practices (Fanelli, 2009). 

IDENTIFYING FRAUD, SLOPPINESS AND INCOMPETENCE 
In response to the many reports of fraud in science, concerned scientists, administrators and politicians 
have requested that measures be taken, first, to prevent misconduct if at all possible and, second, to 
investigate allegations and penalize misconduct if it occurs. One of the first countries to establish official 
regulations was the USA, where misconduct was defined as fabrication, falsification or plagiarism7 and at 
the same time explicitly distinguished from so-called “honest error”: 

Fabrication, falsification, plagiarism, or other practices that seriously deviate from those that are commonly 
accepted within the scientific community for proposing, conducting, or reporting research. It does not include 
honest error or honest differences in interpretations or judgments of data (CFR part 50, subpart A., August 8, 
1989). 

However, this definition was heavily criticized from the outset due to the difficulties defining “serious 
derivations from commonly accepted practices”, and the “serious deviations” clause was later removed. 
Nevertheless, as pointed out by Steneck in a review of the regulation of misconduct during the 1980s and 
1990s, studies indicate that poor research performed in careless or incompetent ways could well be a larger 

                                                             
5 See e.g. (Heinz & Chubin, 1988) and (Steneck, 1994) as well as (US Congress.Committee on Science and 
Technology.Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight, 1981; US Congress.Committee on Governmental 
Operations.Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight, 1988). 
6 Case summaries on US misconduct investigations that have led to administrative action against researchers can be 
found on the web pages of the Office of Research Integrity: http://ori.hhs.gov/case_summary (accessed Oct 19 2012). 
7 While there is some variation between the regulations in different countries, the US regulations, which focus 
exclusively on fabrication, falsification and plagiarism (FFP) will be used as the primary sample of regulations for the 
purposes of this discussion.  

http://ori.hhs.gov/case_summary
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problem than outright fraud, although it is the latter rather than the former that has remained the focus of 
debates: 

it is likely that much more error makes its way into the scientific literature by sloppy practices than by 
deliberate falsification and fabrication, which raises an interesting non-sequitur in current policies. Sloppy 
science is either not addressed in most misconduct/ integrity policies, or, more commonly, specifically excluded 
from these policies. If the preservation of the integrity of science is a major concern, how does one justify 
specifically excluding practices that may have more to do with the health of science than major misconduct? 
(Steneck, 1999).  

One of the major problems when addressing the grey zone of poor research is how to distinguish between 
negligence, incompetence, and so-called honest error (see also Andersen, 2007). One response to this 
problem has been to argue that since erroneous results would be caught by the self-correcting practices of 
science such as peer review, regardless of whether error was due to negligence, incompetence or just 
accident, the distinction was unimportant.8 However, this view seems too simplistic. Science is not as 
perfectly self-correcting as this argument assumes. Although peer review and peers’ critical scrutiny of 
published works may reveal loci of trouble such as failure to replicate experiments, contradictions, or 
incoherence with existing knowledge, these practices are unlikely to catch all erroneous results. Further, 
relying simply on peer review in the publication process and peer criticism after results have been 
published is to place the calibration of trust exclusively post hoc activity. Instead, we should examine how 
trust – and distrust – can be calibrated while science is still in the making.9 

CALIBRATING DISTRUST 
One way to analyze calibration practices in situations where scientists come to distrust another scientist is 
by examining reports on known cases of malpractice, including both misconduct and ignorance or 
incompetence. These reports often provide retrospective accounts of how the process of science-in-the-
making unfolded and can therefore give at least some indication as to how and when the involved scientists 
started (or should have started) questioning the moral or the epistemic character of their collaborators. 

RELATIONAL CALIBRATION OF DISTRUST 
From descriptions of some of the first major misconduct cases in the US, Broad (1981) has argued that often 
the detection mechanism is the “detective work of young lab assistants or young scientific rivals who have 
the extra-experimental evidence of cheating, who have some independent reason for suspicion” (p. 140). 
                                                             
8 Prominent scientists, in particular, have argued that the whole issue of misconduct in science is ‘a storm in a teacup’. 
For example, the president of the National Academy of Science expressed the view at the congressional hearings on 
fabrication and falsification of research results that “The matter of falsification of data, I contend, need not be a matter 
of general societal concern. It is, rather a relatively small matter which is generated in and is normally effectively 
managed by that smaller segment of the larger society which is the scientific community. This occurs in a system that 
operates in a highly effective democratic, self-correcting mode – the … “peer review system” (quoted from Woolf, 1981, 
p. 10). 
9 This difference is not just of abstract, philosophical interest. Several studies show that, for example, even retracted 
papers continue being cited quite extensively. Especially in the biomedical sciences, this is a cause for concern as 
treatments based on fraudulent research can put patients at risk (Steen, 2011). For a general discussion of the problem 
of dealing with fraudulent results once they have been published, see e.g. (Couzin & Unger, 2006). 
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For example, Summerlin’s fraud when improving a graft of black skin onto a white mouse with a black felt 
tip pen was revealed when a laboratory assistant wondered about the color of the black skin graft, wiped it 
with alcohol and observed a change in color (Medawar, 1976). Another publicly well-described case 
concerns Professor Eric T. Poehlman who worked on metabolism and obesity at the University of Vermont. 
A junior colleague became suspicious when during the process of writing a paper based on data he had 
received in a spreadsheet, he received a new version of the spreadsheet from Poehlman and suddenly got 
different results in the data analysis. After the junior colleague had turned to university officials, an 
investigation revealed several cases of fraud in Poehlman’s work (see e.g. Dahlberg & Mahler, 2006, p. for a 
detailed account of this case). 

In these cases, discrepancies or sudden, unexplained changes prompted collaborators to doubt the truth of 
presented material and hence the moral character of the scientist who had presented it. Admittedly, in many 
cases of reported misconduct it is clear that this is not necessarily an easy step to take. First, many factors 
may discourage whistle-blowing, including, as in the Poehlman case, outright threats of discontinued 
collaboration or of notice of dismissal. Second, some reports indicate that many scientists feel there is a 
moral barrier to be overcome if one is to question the truthfulness of a peer. For example, the Nobel 
Laureate Peter Medawar talks of his own hesitation before questionning the truthfulness of Summerlin’s 
reports. In this case Medawar was presented with a rabbit, which had allegedly received a cornea transplant 
that extended over the whole dome of the cornea right into the rim where the blood vessels run: “I could 
not believe that this rabbit had received a graft of any kind … because the pattern of blood vessels in the 
ring around the cornea was in no way disturbed. Nevertheless I simply lacked the moral courage to say at 
the time that I thought we were the victims of a hoax or confidence trick” (Medawar, 1976)  

The situation has been even more complicated in several recent misconduct cases related to the work of, 
among others, Jan Hendrick Schön, Woo-Suk Hwang and Diederich Stapel. First, in these cases suspicion of 
misconduct has originated not with close collaborators, but instead with peers in the wider community. 
Second, these cases have raised debate as to whether co-authors have special responsibilities for assessing 
the trustworthiness of each other and consequently whether the co-authors of Schön, Hwang and Stapel 
should have had concerns and therefore whether they did an inadequate job as scientists.  

For the purposes of this discussion, the Schön case will serve as the prime example. In this instance the 
committee that was charged with investigating the case wrote in their Report of the investigation committee 
on the possibility of scientific misconduct in the work of Hendrik Schön and coauthors (LUCID, 2002) that it 
“hoped to stimulate a discussion” (p. 16) around the question of whether co-authors have a special 
responsibility. But while the aim was to stimulate a discussion the committee was also careful not to take a 
clear stand on these questions but summarized its reflections by referring to the lack of a general consensus 
in the scientific community: 10 

These are extraordinarily difficult questions, which go to the heart of what we as a community of scientists can 
expect of one another professionally, in the real world within the context of a collaborative research endeavor. 

                                                             
10 The committee also pointed out that some fields associate authorship with credit for accumulated labor, others with 
particular, identifiable intellectual contributions, and others again with joint responsibility for the work in its entirety.  
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The Committee does not consider itself qualified to make a specific judgment in this case, in the absence of a 
broader consensus on the nature of responsibilities of participants in collaborative research endeavors (ibid. p. 
18). 

Importantly, they stressed that they saw this responsibility purely as an issue of “professional 
responsibility” that was clearly distinguishable from scientific misconduct (p. 3). An interpretation of this 
position is, according to the analysis of epistemic dependence presented above, that it serves the epistemic 
aims of science to trust another scientist only insofar as there is good reason to believe in this scientist’s 
moral and epistemic character. Obtaining these good reasons forms part of the epistemic practices, and not 
obtaining them is therefore an epistemic and not a moral failure. Further, the committee found that the 
responsibility of participants in collaborative research endeavours would vary between co-authors 
according to their expertise, the centrality of their contributions and their leadership roles (LUCID, 2002, p. 
17). This is in line with the relational accounts of calibration advanced by Kitcher and Goldman, in which 
the strength of a direct calibration necessarily depends on the epistemic character of the scientist 
performing the calibration.11 The committee therefore primarily focused on Schön’s superior, Bertram 
Batlogg who as the senior co-author was considered to be in the strongest position to perform calibration 
of trust on this relational basis. The committee expressed the concern that it 

… felt the need to question whether Bertram Batlogg, as the distinguished leader of the research, took a 
sufficiently critical stance with regard to the research in question, even in the absence of direct knowledge of 
the growing concerns. Should Batlogg have insisted on an exceptional degree of validation of the data in 
anticipation of the scrutiny that a senior scientist knows that such extraordinary results would surely receive? 
Such attention need not violate the spirit of trust. To the contrary: Unprecedented and spectacular results are 
guaranteed to lead to serious critical inquiries from the scientific community at large. A senior coauthor who 
has paid close attention to the detail of the work, who recognizes the fallibility of the experimental process and 
the human beings carrying it out, and who has asked searching questions is in a much better position to support 
his colleagues in defending the work (LUCID, 2002, p. 18).  

What is particularly interesting here is that what is perceived as the admissible route to calibrating mistrust 
in the absence of any clear discrepancies indicating untrustworthy reporting (and thus indications of 
untruthfulness) is to focus on the epistemic character and inquire into whether the work was performed 
with sufficient conscientiousness given its extraordinary character. In contrast, when the committee poses 
the question “In a similar spirit, but admittedly more difficult, should Batlogg have crossed the line of trust 
and questioned the integrity of the data?” (ibid. p. 18) it seems that calibration of trust explicitly directed at 
truthfulness is seen as a taboo that requires very special reasons for suspicion to be set aside.12 

Similar concerns regarding epistemic practice of evaluating collaborators’ work have been raised in other 
recent high-profile cases regarding scientific misconduct, 13 among others, the case of the South-Korean 
stem cell research Woo Suk Hwang and his collaboration with Professor Gerhard Schatten at the University 
of Pittsburgh. In this case, the University of Pittsbugh appointed an inquiry panel to investigate the possible 
                                                             
11 In accordance with this analysis, a survey performed among researchers funded by the US NIH showed that people 
were more likely to take action if they were senior to the suspect, see (Koocher & Keith-Spiegel, 2010) 
12 Similarly, in the survey mentioned in fn 13 above, respondents indicated a higher willingness to or higher success 
with intervening when they “felt sure, or fairly sure, that the errors were unintentional”.  
13 Discussions of the same sort can also be raised on historical cases, see e.g. van Dongen’s  (2007) analysis of the 
presumably fraudulent research of the physicist Rupp and Rupp’s collaboration with Einstein. 
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role of Gerhard Schatten who was senior co-author to one of the Hwang papers in which misconduct was 
suspected. Also in this case the inquiry panel focused on whether a senior co-author (Schatten) had 
provided sufficient oversight to assure himself of the integrity of the data. The committee first described 
how Schatten had not asked for explanations of why data had changed in a table during the writing process, 
nor had he commented on the reported contamination that called for the start of a new cell line which would 
have made part of the reported data impossible to obtain in the noted timeframe (University of Pittsburgh, 
2006, p. 7). On the bases of these omissions, which according to the analysis above must be seen as an 
epistemic rather than a moral failure, as well as his failure to ascertain that all co-authors had read the 
manuscript before submission and confirmed that data were reported correctly, the committee concluded 
that Schatten shirked his responsibilities, and added that “while this failure would not strictly constitute 
research misconduct as narrowly defined by University of Pittsburgh policies, it would be an example of 
research misbehavior (University of Pittsburgh, 2006, p. 9). 

Similarly, but addressing the responsibilities of junior researchers rather than senior researchers, the 
investigative committee in the Stapel case also inquired as to why it took so long for fraud to be discovered.  
With respect to Stapel’s collaborators, who were primarily junior researchers, the committee argued that 
while reciprocal trust is an essential part of all team work, “the junior must be able to trust absolutely in the 
integrity of the ‘master’” (University of Tilburg, 2011 sec. 3.2., italics added). Further, since Stapel both 
developed very close relations to the junior scholars in his group and at the same time shielded his group 
from outside relations, the committee argued that “it was precisely because of the isolated approach that 
the young researchers were unaware that this was not a normal state of affairs in social psychology 
research” (University of Tilburg, 2011 sec. 3.3). Also this case fits well with a relational account of 
calibration of trust in which the strength of the calibration is dependent on the epistemic character of the 
researcher performing the calibration, since in this view junior researchers are not in as strong a position 
to perform the calibration as senior researchers, and even more so in a situation where part of their training 
has been deficient. 

CALIBRATING COLLABORATORS IN A SHARED, COLLABORATIVE ACTIVITY 
While the relational account of calibration explains the difference between what may be expected from 
calibrations performed by junior and senior collaborators, there still needs to be an explanation of why 
there are different expectations for the calibrations performed by collaborators and other scientists outside 
the collaboration. 

In the Schön case, the committee explicitly argued that co-authors “often have access to technical details 
that other parties, such as management, referees, editors and award committees do not have” and that, 
consequently, co-authors “represent the first line of defense against misconduct” (LUCID, 2002). At the 
same time, the committee emphasized that collaborative research requires trust, but that “such trust must 
be balanced with a responsibility to ensure the veracity of all results” (LUCID, 2002, p. 17). Similarly, in the 
Stapel case, the investigative committee emphasized that “reciprocal trust is an essential part of all 
teamwork, also in scientific research” (University of Tilburg, 2011, sec. 3.2.). 

One way to understand the various reflections provided by the investigative committees of the misconduct 
cases described above is to view a group of collaborating scientists as participating in a shared cooperative 
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activity of delivering - and being able to defend - a new and interesting result p which cannot be fully derived 
or justified by any of the scientists alone, but only by integrating knowledge from each of the collaborators’ 
individual areas of expertise.14 In this situation, the group members are not only mutually epistemically 
dependent on each other in establishing that p, in order for their work to succeed they also need to have 
meshing subplans for collecting and integrating all the necessary pieces of knowledge, and in the iterative 
process of their collection and integration of knowledge they need to be mutually responsive in tracking the 
status of the joint activity until they have finally arrived at a result that can be justified by the group 
members together.  

On such an interpretation, what is expressed by the committees above is that, given that it is the shared 
intention of collaborators to defend, for example, an extraordinary, unprecedented and spectacular result, 
then their meshing subplans must include preparing for serious critical inquiries, including mutual 
responsiveness that enables group members to assist each other. This interpretation explains some of the 
apparent confusion and uneasiness expressed by the investigation committee. For a shared, cooperative 
activity of producing a new research result, the mutual responsiveness is part of the epistemic process 
through which a group of epistemically dependent scientists ascertain that they can together justify their 
results. To consider possible critical objections to spectacular results is part of their working carefully and 
thoroughly, and to keep track of the justificatory status of the result is part of their epistemic self-
assessment. In other words, mutual responsiveness is an important ingredient of scientists’ epistemic 
character when they collaborate in groups. But in contrast, it is not a moral category. Hence, in cases 
involving scientific misconduct only the scientist who has performed the falsification or fabrication can be 
blamed for his or her moral character, while it his or her collaborators’ epistemic character that may be 
questioned, in exactly the same way as when dubious data arises from the use of a defective instrument 
rather than a defective collaborator. 
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